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that Howard Schatz is willing to get to the

bottom of. To explore and perfect in front of

his lens. To dissect and understand, and

above all, to delight both himself and his

audience. Schatz has spent years studying

how various fabrics, textures and bodies

behave underwater. How light reflects and

refracts. How his camera translates beauty

through that simple combination of

elements that is so essential to our being.

Over his photographic career, Schatz has

published 17 books, each exploring various

elements of humanity, from a luminous

series on redheads to delicate first images of

newborns to his probing underwater work.

His latest release, “H20” (Bulfinch Press,

2007), is his third devoted to water, an

infatuation which began innocently enough

in 1992, while shooting hoops in his pool

back in Marin County, California.

“When the ball bounced on the water, it

splashed, and I learned I had to wear

goggles,” says Schatz. “Having on goggles

meant I could open my eyes and see

underwater, see a whole new world.”

The idea was born. For the next six

months, Schatz turned his indoor pool into

a lab, experimenting with exposure and

lighting, methodically noting what worked,

what didn’t, and what surprised him. Using

rangefinder cameras, he slowly worked out

the subtle details of composition, focus,

water clarity, color, film, subject, lighting,

and shadows, and how these elements

ilk gracefully rippling underwater. Tiny
bubbles clinging to submerged cheeks, 
lips and eyelashes. Hair curling and winding as water 

ebbs and flows around it, over it, through it. These are things 





worked with him or against him. 

“My first pictures were blue, cloudy, out of

focus, underexposed, and awful,” says Schatz.

“But I slowly figured it out. I learned about

making the water look clear, controlling the

light, about focus and composition. I began

to make pictures that I had control over, the

pictures that I had in my mind.”

From there, Schatz discovered that he

needed a special kind of subject. Someone

who could move gracefully underwater, and

handle the challenges that water poses. Models

had to have more than an interesting look.

They had to understand buoyancy and control,

feel comfortable opening their eyes underwater,

and understand how to gracefully hold or

release air from their lungs. Immediately,

Schatz thought of dancers.

“The adversary for dancers is gravity,” says

Schatz. “They leap, and gravity pulls them

down. But underwater, they’re weightless.”

Katita Waldo, a prima ballerina with the

San Francisco Ballet who had been a

previous subject for “Seeing Red: The

Rapture of Redheads” (Pomegranate

ArtBooks, 1994), instantly sprang to mind.

“I called her up and asked if she could

swim,” says Schatz. “The first pictures I made

of Katita underwater literally took my breath

away and brought tears to my eyes. I came

up gasping. She could perform and express

motion slowly, beautifully, confidently, with

control, and not be pulled down by gravity.”

This early work evolved into the book

“Waterdance” (Graphis Press, 1995). Buoyed

by his success and consumed with the idea

of an underwater studio, Schatz took on

beauty and fashion underwater projects,

creating enough images for “Pool Light”

(Graphis Press, 1998), his ninth photography

book. Though he was quickly becoming a

master of his aquatic realm, Schatz increasingly

felt the confines of his pool. He needed a

pool designed not for recreation or parties,

but one with a single purpose as an under-

water studio. One he could light from any

angle, and use any equipment he needed.

With that concept in mind, he and his wife

and business partner, Beverly Ornstein,

moved to New York City in 2001, then pur-

chased a home in Connecticut, and imme-

diately set to work on the pool studio. It was

completed in 2002, and Schatz wasted no

time. He was in the pool at least one day a

week, sometimes two or three, often working

late into the night. His passion and curiosity

were insatiable.

“This pool wasn’t for swimming or

basketball, just pictures,” says Schatz. “I

started making all the images that I had in

my mind, images that I couldn’t make at the

pool back in Marin.”

To find models, Schatz and Ornstein

began casting. They looked at thousands of

potential bodies and faces. As part of their

evaluation, each model had to swim the

length of the pool underwater.

“That’s easy if you’re comfortable,” says

Schatz. “If someone went in and came up

right away, I knew it wouldn’t work. But

once I found the ones who were comfortable,

I trained them, taught them how to manage

their bodies, breathing, and eyes underwater.

There was a huge majority of people who

were not able to do this kind of work.” 





After five years, Schatz had made close to

200,000 frames of subjects in the water.

He worked with models and dancers,

members of the cast of Cirque de Soleil’s

“O” from Las Vegas, and Olympic

synchronized swimmers. With his next

water-themed book in mind, Schatz edited

as he worked, narrowing down his list of

favorites and eliminating anything that

didn’t completely embody his vision.

“We got it down to about 1,000 pictures

and worked on them,” explains Schatz, who

enlisted the help of Ornstein and three

highly esteemed photo editors. “We worked

on composition, color, all sorts of things. I

wanted to make the pictures fulfill my

fantasy, to show what I wanted to say, what

was in my heart and mind.”

The result is “H20,” a multi-faceted

collection representing Schatz’s experi-

mentation. From the contortions of nudes

into letters of the alphabet, to playful beach

balls hovering in the water, to the pageantry

of the Cirque de Soleil, each turn of the

page reveals the artistry and ardor of

Schatz’s inquisitive mind. 

“I like chance and the unexpected,” says

Schatz. “I photograph to surprise and delight’’‘‘I wanted to
make the
pictures fulfill
my fantasy.



myself. That’s why I do what I do. When I

can do that, it makes my life rich and happy.

I experiment a lot. All of my work has to do

with finding new ways to see things.”

Schatz began his professional career as a

physician, specializing in retinal problems.

He spent years helping his patients see better,

writing textbooks, teaching and researching

breakthroughs in medicine. 

“I had patients with serious problems, but

it was challenging, interesting, and rich,”

says Schatz. “I loved my patients and I loved

writing, and making new discoveries. But I

had this other part of me.”

Realizing his need for creative explora-

tion, Schatz took a sabbatical from his

practice and moved with Ornstein to New

York for a year. He never looked back. 

“I believe medicine has given me many

tools,” say Schatz. “It’s allowed me to

understand methodology and testing, in a

scientific way. I also had a care for my

patients and learned to behave in such a way

that the patient felt better, felt they were with

the right person. That helps me with the

portraiture, knowing how to get the most

from [someone] and get them to relax.”

It’s clear that Schatz’s bedside manner sets

his subjects at ease. You can see it in his

work. Schatz’s boundless fascination with

people feeds his amazing ability to create

honest, true, emotional portraits of just

about anyone. The Works In Progress section

of his Web site shows just how diverse his

subjects are. From pregnant women splattered

in paint to studies in projected light bathing

nude bodies to showcasing the strange and

unusual in American counterculture, Schatz

doesn’t shy away from anyone. He follows his

curiosity wherever it leads, whether it’s put-

ting anti-gravity boots on gymnasts to study

motion or setting up a booth for portraits at

San Francisco’s Folsom Street Fair.

“I think you can get inspiration from every-

where,” says Schatz, who never goes anywhere

without a pad of paper and a pencil. “When

something sparks, I write it down. Most of the

time, things don’t go anywhere, but some are

worth exploring. The studio is a laboratory and

anything is worth trying. Opposite of medicine,

where it’s important to behave perfectly, in

photography I try to make mistakes.”

As for the future, Schatz hopes to continue

to surprise and delight himself, whether in

the water or elsewhere. “I still have many

ideas I want to try, and so many things to

explore,” he says, not wanting to commit

himself to any one idea. “I want to climb this

creative tree and try a fruit on each branch.”  n

To see more work by Howard Schatz, visit
www.howardschatz.com.

Don't miss Howard Schatz's dynamic Super
Program presentation at Imaging USA in Tampa,
Fla., January 6-8.




